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Season 8, Episode 24
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The One Where Rachel Has a Baby (2)



Drake reports to Phoebe.  Chandler and Monica look for a room in the hospital to use for a tryst.  After 21 hours of labor, Rachel's ready to have the baby.  Joey blows it for Phoebe but fixes it just as quickly.  The baby is in breach, but comes out okay.  After Ross and Rachel kiss, the baby is named Emma Geller Green.  Monica and Chandler find a janitor's closet.  Janice convinces Rachel that she needs a guy who will be around.  Ross still isn't interested, but Phoebe talks him into it.  Joey finds the engagement ring.  Rachel thinks he's proposing and says yes, as Ross walks down the hall with flowers.
Quest roles:
Maggie Wheeler(Janice), Amanda Carlin(Dr. Long), Eddie McClintock(Cliff Burnett), Maurice Godin(Sid)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 May 2002, 20:00
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